Look inside to find fun, creative and easy ideas for hands on
play with your children. Encourage your child to discover
their world through the best way they know how: seeing,
hearing, feeling, smelling and tasting!
Each week at The Junction Neighborhood Centre’s
playgroup we have fun exploring the many different ways to
paint, as well as exploring and playing, using safe nontoxic
recipes such as no-cook play dough, fake snow, finger paint,
& goop. The recipe’s and play ideas are all inside!

PAINTING
Painting can be a messy craft activity, but most kids love the
opportunity to paint, and it’s a great activity for fine motor skills,
to teach about colours, stimulate their imagination, develop their
self-esteem and self -confidence and promote language and social
skills. Below are some painting activities to experiment with
outside of the normal paintbrush. If you are worried about mess
remember when setting up the area to cover the surface in a
plastic mat, contain the paint to small amounts keep wipes or tubs
of water close by and ensure your child is wearing old clothes or a
smock.
Painting with spaghetti
Tie a band around the spaghetti around 1/4 of the way from the bottom
and cook them like you usually do, leaving the part above the band
uncooked. Once done, set it out to a cool for a few minutes. Now you have your own spaghetti brooms to
paint. Make sure your tying material doesn’t’ melt/burn during the cooking process.
Ice cube painting
Fill some ice cube trays at home with
washable tempera paint (3/4 full) and a
tiny bit of water (on top, filling the
other 1/4). Once frozen pop them out
of the tray and create! Use a large
piece of paper on the table, highchair
or floor. At first, it will appear like a
crayon consistency. As it melts, the
consistency changes looking more like
paint.

'Substitute Brush' Ideas...
Q-tips or cotton swabs
Cotton Balls
Fingers
Toes
Toothpick
Twigs or sticks
Feathers
Toothbrush
String
Eye dropper

Finger Paint
This recipe uses everyday ingredients from the kitchen cupboard, so if
your child decides to see what it tastes like this won’t be harmful.
Ingredients:


4 tablespoons of sugar



1/2 cup of corn flour



3 cups cold water



Food colouring

Stir sugar and corn flour together. While stirring, slowly add water and
heat over medium heat until mixture thickens. It will thicken further
when it cools. Divide into four containers and add food colouring. Dip
in.
(When I have made this it has turned out to be more of a goop like
substance, this may be due to the fact I make it the night before and
therefore it has time to set. However this is still a fun substance for
your child to explore and also to learn about colours).
Marble Painting
Cut paper the size that will fit inside a shoe box.

Squirt 3 dollops of paint onto the paper already laid in the shoe box.
Choose complementary colors or contrasting for a more shocking
look.
Toss 5 to 6 marbles into the shoe box and let the kids roll them
around by tilting the shoe box in many directions. If you are worried
the marbles will fall out you can cover the top of the box with cling
wrap so your children can still see the marbles, but they won’t fall
out.

Rock Painting
Collect some rocks from the back yard, or alternatively you can buy a container of washed, smooth
rocks from most budget stores (such as the reject shop, hot dollar).
For something different you can use Q tips to dot paint the rocks with, rather than using a paint brush.

SCIENCE FOR KIDS
Erupting Volcano
Begin by creating your volcano. I used an empty water bottle
and covered it in brown play dough, which dried and went hard
within a few hours (you may like to use the play dough that
you’re getting close to throwing out). Inside the volcano pour
the bottle ¼ full of Bi-Carb soda.
For the volcano to erupt, simply slowly pour in desired amount
of vinegar. You can also dye the vinegar red or any colour with
food dye for a bit of extra fun.
If you do not have the time or play dough another option to do
the same thing with just the bottle or for something different
place the bi-card soda in a shallow tray, and use spray bottles
filled with vinegar to spray the bi-carb soda with. You can use
multiple spray bottles with different colour inside also! (Refer
to picture to the right).
When we made a volcano at playgroup, I set the volcano up in
a tray built to look like dinosaur’s environment. This enhances
learning and sensory play. Inside the tray I included water in
tray, grass, fake tress, coffee granules to look like rocks and
dirt, rocks and toy dinosaurs.
Bubble Mix
I have never met a child that doesn’t love bubbles!! There are
plenty of varieties to buy at the store, however another option
is to include your child and make the bubble mixture together.
Mix the following ingredients together:
1/4 cup liquid dishwashing detergent
1/2 cup water
1 teaspoon sugar

Store in an air tight container.
Magnet Fishing
You can buy different fishing games at the shops; however you can also create your own magnetic fish
and poles with your children. Depending on how old your child is this is something they can create with
you. They can draw their own fish on strong paper or cardboard, or you can print out picture of fish
from the internet. On each fish place a paper clip close to the fish mouth.
You will need enough magnets, for the amount of fish you are making. Check if you have any old ones
around the house or you can buy some from your local budget store. Using a piece of string connect the
magnet to one end by either tying or gluing the magnet on. For the rod, you can temporarily use pencils
to save needing to buy anything else.
This activity involves small pieces such as the paper clips, so it is important to play with your child to
make sure they keep safe.

SENSORY MATERIALS
Sensory play is includes children use their five senses: seeing, hearing, feeling, smelling and tasting to gather
information about their surroundings. Children must explore to know!
In setting up sensory play, you can get as simple or as elaborate as you like. The cheapest and most beneficial
way to set up your sensory materials is to invest in numerous large tubs or dishpans.
When setting up your containers, be sure to place them at a level easily accessible to the children. The
containers may be placed on the floor or on a very low table. If you are doing sensory play indoors, place a
throw rug or plastic matting under the containers to help contain the mess.
Some sensory materials may be placed on individual plastic serving trays, such as clay, shaving cream, and
Jelly. The trays will allow the children to play individually, if desired.
No- Cook Play dough recipe:






1 cup flour
1/2 cup salt
1 tbspn cooking oil
1 tbspn cream of tartare
1 cup boiling water

Combine all ingredients in a bowl. Knead with your hands until it is
mixed thoroughly. I find I need to add quite a lot more flour to the
mixture. I do this gradually until the dough is no longer sticky.
Cloud Dough (above)- moulds like sand
Salt Dough
Ingredients:
-8 cups of Flour
-1 cup of baby oil
Directions:
Mix the flour and baby oil together with your
hands in a large container until the dough
holds together when squeezed. It could take
3-5 minutes of mixing.
Coloured rice
You will need
-uncooked rice
-food colours
-vinegar
Directions:
-Put some uncooked rice in a zip lock bag. Put in a few drops
of food colouring and seal and shake the bag. Put the rice on
some newspaper to let it dry out before the kids play with it.
Coloured cooked Spaghetti
Directions:
Boil Spaghetti, drain and separate it into 4 (or however many
colours you want to have) separate bowls or I used zip lock
bags.
Add a bit of oil and a few drops of food coloring and mix.
This is fun for your child to touch and play though the slimy
spaghetti, you can hide things inside for them to find.

Ingredients
A cup salt
2 cups of flour
¾ cup of water
Directions
-In a large bowl mix salt and flour together.
-Gradually stir in water. Mix well until it forms
a doughy consistency.
-Turn the dough onto the bench and kneed
with your hands until smooth and combined.
-Make your creations using the salt dough (eg
handprints, Christmas shapes for decorations,
foot prints etc. Make sure to poke a hole
through top before you bake the creations, so
you can tie ribbon through the hole and hang
it up)
-Place the salt dough creations into the oven
at 180C. The amount of time needed to bake
depends on the size and thickness of the salt
dough creations.
Colour the spaghetti to fit specific themes
e.g. blue spaghetti with water animals inside.
For older children you can place scissors in
the try so they can cut the spaghetti and
practice the cutting skills.

Goop
Ingredients
2 packs of cornflour
2 cups of water
Food colouring
Directions
1. Mix cornflour and water together in a large
container
2. Add food colouring if desired
3. Add hands for messy fun!
Recipe Notes
Create several batches of Goop with differing
primary colours so that children can experiment
with colour mixing while playing with the Goop
Experiment with changing the consistency by
adding more water, or more cornflour to the
mixture
Sensory Trays
Sensory trays can be used for pretty much any
age…starting at infancy. Just make sure that the
objects are age appropriate (like no choking hazards
for babies).
Use any container that you wish, I’ve used plastic
shallow containers I bought from a budget store. Just
make sure however you set it up that your child is
able to explore the whole tray. You can put anything
you want into the tray! Have a look around the house
and see what I already have lying around that would
be good in the box e.g. food, leaves, grass, jelly, salt
etc. The sensory trays I have made usually follow
some sort of theme to promote learning. You can use
the sensory material ingredients listed in this booklet
in your trays, for example if making beach themed
tray you can use cloud dough to act as sand.
Some ideas/themes for sensory trays:
Pond
Under the sea
Dinosaur
Bugs
Car wash
Washing dolls
Rainbow or specific colour themes
Space
Holiday themed e.g. Christmas, Valentine’s Day.
Music

SENSORY MATERIALS CONT.

Water Play
Puddles, spray bottles, garden sprinklers, water
tables, and wading pools naturally fascinate young
children, and water is one of the basic raw
materials for learning mathematics and science,
developing language, and fostering social skills.
While playing with water is developmentally
appropriate regardless of the child’s age or
abilities, family members and caregivers should
always consider safety factors when children are
anywhere near water. Children can enjoy water
play with great abandon, but adults need to be
aware that young children can drown in less than
an inch of water.
Some ideas to include during water play:
 Create a dramatic play area for children to
wash doll clothes in a tub of sudsy water
and hang them up with clothespins to dry in
the sun.
 Even on cool days, children can "paint"
outdoors with water. Set up a paint shop by
providing a large paintbrush and partially fill
a large can or small pail with water. They
can pretend to "paint" the sidewalk, fence,
slide, and other outdoor equipment.
 Incorporate lots of pouring, scooping and
floating prop for the children, with them
always free to add whatever they need to
enhance their play.
 Place both objects that sink and float such
as rocks and corks.
 Add ice cubes to the water

SHAVING CREAM FUN
Playing with shaving cream is a really fun sensory play ingredient. There are so many
things your child can do with shaving cream to have lots of fun and to promote learning
as their senses are their most familiar, most basic way to explore, process, and come to
understand new information.
Playing with shaving cream can be as simple as spraying some shaving cream on a hard
surface such as a table and let your child explore through the mixture with their hands.
They may need to be encouraged at first, but once they get used to the texture, most
kids love it! You can add some toys such as toy car; feathers etc. or spray the cream
over bubble wrap to add an extra layer of fun. Below are some further ways you and
your child can explore and play with shaving cream

Paint and food dye also mix well with Shaving cream and can be a great way to teach about colours. An
example of this is making a:
“Rainbow squish bag”- in a zip lock bag spray a large handful of shaving cream. With your child pick two
colours (using food dye or paint), squeeze 4-5 drops of each colour into the shaving cream. Carefully lock
the bag together tightly; you may even like to use tape to shut it closed, to make sure the shaving cream
stays in the bag. Together with your child squish the outside of the zip lock bag so the drops of colour
inside the bag mix together, creating a new colour!
Shaving cream can also be used to make paints and a substance like fake snow. The recipes for these
mixtures are below:
Shaving cream, glue, & liquid water colour. This is a creation that amazes both kids and parents! Mix
equal portions of shaving cream and craft glue together to create a fluffy paint. The amazing part is that it
retains the fluffy texture when it dries. Use it white for "snow" painting, or add liquid water colour or food
dye to give it some tint. Put out an assortment of textured brushes and tools and let the fun begin.
Frosty Fluff (fake snow)
500grams of cornflour mixed with a can of shaving cream. To make this mixture
smell nicer you can add a few drops of peppermint extract.
This mixture moulds just like snow and has a great soft feeling!

